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Abstract
Person re-identification (Re-ID) models usually show a
limited performance when they are trained on one dataset
and tested on another dataset due to the inter-dataset bias
(e.g. completely different identities and backgrounds) and
the intra-dataset difference (e.g. camera invariance). In
terms of this issue, given a labelled source training set
and an unlabelled target training set, we propose an un-
supervised transfer learning method characterized by 1)
bridging inter-dataset bias and intra-dataset difference via
a proposed ImitateModel simultaneously; 2) regarding the
unsupervised person Re-ID problem as a semi-supervised
learning problem formulated by a dual classification loss
to learn a discriminative representation across domains;
3) exploiting the underlying commonality across different
domains from the class-style space to improve the general-
ization ability of re-ID models. Extensive experiments are
conducted on two widely employed benchmarks, including
Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID, and experimental re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve a
competitive performance against other state-of-the-art un-
supervised Re-ID approaches.
1. Introduction
Person re-identification (Re-ID) [39] targets at match-
ing people across non-overlapping camera views. It attracts
significant attentions due to its great potential applications
in video surveillance. Thanks to the development of deep
learning [29, 34], the person Re-ID performance has been
significantly improved in recent years. However, it is still
a very challenging task because a query person-of-interest
often undergoes large variations in appearance, illumina-
tion and background under different cameras. Furthermore,
the achieved high performance for person Re-ID is only re-
stricted to supervised learning frameworks as the database
consists of a large number of manually labelled images.
While in a practical person Re-ID deployment, such manual
labelling is not only expensive to aggregate as the number
of cameras increases, but also improbable in many cases
because it requires the same person appearing in every pair
of existing cameras. And, when models trained on a su-
pervised dataset are directly used on another, the Re-ID
performance declines precipitously due to the inter-dataset
bias [7, 27].
One solution to this problem is unsupervised domain
adaption (UDA) where models are trained on a source do-
main consisting of labelled images and adapted on the target
domain composed of unlabelled images. Recently, numer-
ous unsupervised methods for person Re-ID [17, 30] have
been proposed to extract view-invariant features. But these
methods only achieve a limited Re-ID performance when
compared to the supervised counterparts. The main reason
is that the inter-domain bias between the labelled source do-
main and the unlabelled target domain is not reduced effec-
tively. Different domain images are taken under different
views in different seasons and backgrounds, and even peo-
ple who appear in these images might come from different
nations. We consider these differences as the domain gap or
inter-domain bias. In the unsupervised setting, no labelled
pairs in the target domain are provided such that it is more
important to exploit label information in the source domain
to shrink the inter-domain bias. Another factor that influ-
ences the performance of person Re-ID is the intra-domain
difference which is caused by different camera configura-
tions in the target domain. Even in the same domain, images
captured by different cameras have distinctive styles due to
various lighting condition, shooting angle, background, etc.
In this work, we propose a method to explicitly address
issues mentioned above. On the one hand, persons in the
target domain are imitated from the labelled source domain.
On the other hand, a content preserved pseudo target do-
main is derived to lessen intra-domain difference. We lever-
age a dual classification loss on both source domain and
imitated target domain to strengthen the discriminative abil-
ity of the proposed person Re-ID model. There are some
works [7, 32] that focus on similarity-preserving source-
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target translation models to bridge domain gaps and some
methods [42, 43] that concentrate on camera style adapta-
tion to generate new datasets in the style of other cameras.
However, these works either only emphasize on narrowing
inter-domain bias or consider in diminishing intra-domain
difference. A transferred model might be interfered by the
overall data gap between two domains during the training
phase and hampered by camera styles of the target domain
during a testing phase. We therefore argue that both the
inter-domain bias and the intra-domain difference should
be fully considered in the person Re-ID model. To enhance
the generalization ability of person Re-ID model, we fur-
ther exploit a latent commonality of domains beyond source
and target, i.e., the margin between same persons should
be smaller than that of different persons across any cam-
era in any domain. In view of these aspects, we develop
a novel unsupervised transfer learning method, named Im-
itateModel, to train a cross dataset person Re-ID network.
ImitateModel does not need any manual annotations for im-
ages in the target domain, but requires a source dataset with
identity labels and camera IDs for each image in the source
dataset and target dataset. Note that the camera ID for each
image can be easily obtained along with raw videos.
To sum up, three contributions are made:(I) We design an
imitate model to simultaneously decrease the inter-domain
bias and intra-domain difference. (II) We propose a dual
classification loss to learn a discriminative representation.
(III) We exploit the underlying commonality of domains
beyond source and target.
2. Related Work
Supervised person re-ID. Most existing person re-ID
models are based on supervised learning, i.e. trained on a
large number of labelled images across cameras. They fo-
cus on feature engineering [10, 15, 21, 23, 37], distance
metric learning [3, 4, 13, 18, 26], or creating new deep
learning architectures [1, 19]. For example, Kalayeh et
al. [15] learned both part-level features and global features.
Chen et al. [3] proposed a quadruplet loss to handle the
weakness of the triplet loss on person re-ID. Li et al. [19]
proposed a new person re-ID network with a joint learning
of soft and hard attentions, which took advantage of both
joint learning attention selection and feature representation.
Although these models offer a promising performance on
recent person Re-ID datasets (e.g., Market-1501 [38] and
DukeMTMC-reID [28, 40]), it is hard to utilize in practical
applications due to the demand of tremendous labelled data.
Unsupervised person Re-ID. Hand-craft features [2, 9,
10, 21, 25] could be directly employed in unsupervised
cross-domain person Re-ID. But the cross domain data is
not fully exploited by these features because they neglect
the inter-domain bias. In the unsupervised person Re-ID
community, some works [8, 24, 33, 35, 33] attempted to
predict pseudo-labels of unlabelled target images. For in-
stance, Fan et al. [8] proposed a method that iteratively ap-
plied data clustering, instance selection and fine-tune tech-
niques to estimate labels of images in target domain. Liu
et al. [24] predicted reliable labels with k-recirocal nearest
neighbors. Other works [20, 22, 27, 31] aimed at learn-
ing domain-invariant features. Peng et al. [27] presented a
multi-task dictionary to learn a view-invariant representa-
tion and Li set al. [20] proposed to learn a share space be-
tween the source domain and the target domain under a deep
learning framework. Lin et al. [22] tried to align the cross-
dataset mid-level feature in the task of attribute learning,
while Wang et al. [31] presented a deep Re-ID model to rep-
resent an attribute-semantic and identity-discriminative fea-
ture space. Different from these models, we propose an Imi-
tateModel to diminish both the inter-domain bias and intra-
domain difference, and design a dual classification loss to
strengthen the supervision from transferred knowledge.
Image-Image Domain Adaptation for Re-ID. Image-
image domain adaptation aims at generating a new dataset
that connects the source domain and the target domain in
some ways such as content and style. A number of meth-
ods [7, 32, 42, 43] have studied image-image translation for
person re-ID. Deng et al. [7] proposed a Similarity Preserv-
ing cycle consistent Generative Adversarial Network (SP-
GAN) to create a new dataset for cross-domain person re-ID
models. Wei et al. [32] presented PTGAN to narrow down
the domain gap in the cross-dataset person Re-ID model.
Both [42] and [43] targeted at reducing intra-domain dif-
ference and trained several style transfer models between
different cameras in a dataset, but the former employed
Label Smoothing Regularization (LSR) loss to train a per-
son re-ID model while the latter utilized a triplet loss to
train a cross-dataset person re-ID model. In contrast, the
proposed ImitateModel develops an imitated target domain
transferred from the source dataset and a pseudo target do-
main transferred from the target dataset, based on which
both the inter-domain bias and the intra-domain difference
are addressed.
3. Proposed Method
Problem Definition For unsupervised domain adapta-
tion in person re-ID, a source dataset S = (Xs, Y s, Cs)
with labelled image-camera pairs and another unlabelled
dataset T = (Xt, Ct) from the target domain are pro-
vided, where the source dataset consists of Ns images
Xs = {xsi}N
s
i=1 with corresponding labels Y
s = {ysi }P
s
i=1
(i.e. a total of P s different persons) captured by a total of
Ms cameras Cs = {csi}M
s
i=1, and the target dataset consists
of N t images Xt = {xti}N
t
i=1 captured by a total of M
t
cameras Ct = {cti}M
t
i=1. Our goal is to leverage on both la-
belled source training images and unlabelled target training
Figure 1. The pipeline of the proposed model. It consists of two branches: 1) Classification branch supervised on the source domain and
semi-supervised on the imitated target domain; 2) Commonality branch restricted by a triplet loss on the source domain, imitated target
domain, pseudo target domain, and the target domain.
images to learn a re-ID model that generalizes well during
the test process in the target domain.
3.1. Supervised Learning for Person Re-ID
To obtain a good performance in person re-identification
task, the prime goal is to learn discriminative representa-
tions to distinguish person identities. With labelled im-
ages S = {Xs, Y s}, an effective strategy is to adopt
the ID-discriminative embedding (IDE) [39, 40, 41] bor-
rowed from the classification task. To this end, we em-
ploy ResNet-50 [12] pre-trained on the ImageNet [6] as our
base model, and append pool-5 and the embedding layer,
named “embedding-1024” to extract discriminative features
as shown in Fig. 1. The output dimension of the last fully-
connected layer is modified to fit the number of training
identities. As explained, a branch of the proposed person
Re-ID model is regarded as a classification task and em-
ploys the cross-entropy loss LSClass on the source dataset as
described in Eq. (1). The IDE-based model does achieve a
very good performance on the single person Re-ID dataset,
but a limited performance is found in the cross-domain per-
son Re-ID problem. In terms of this issue, we propose an
imitate model to enhance the generalization ability.
LSClass = −
Ns∑
i=1
ysi · log yˆsi , (1)
where yˆs is a predicted label on the image xs ∈ Xs with
ground truth ys. We also name this model as baseline.
3.2. ImitateModel
The inter-dataset bias caused by different domains is a
critical factor that declines the generalization ability of un-
supervised person Re-ID models. As we have none infor-
mation on the target dataset, e.g., identities of people, style
of images, how to utilize dataset with labels is the key. On
the other hand, the intra-dataset difference induced by dif-
ferent cameras in the target dataset is also a crucial element,
because in the test procedure images of the same person
usually come from different cameras of the target domain.
Zhong et al. [42] proved that the model trained on the source
dataset was more sensitive to image variations caused by
different cameras than other data augmentation methods.
Therefore, if transfer learning is employed in the unsuper-
vised person Re-ID, then how to narrow down the inter-
dataset bias and reduce the intra-dataset difference simul-
taneously is a significant issue. To bridge the inter-domain
gap, we propose to generate an imitated target dataset, de-
noted by ST , preserving the person identity of the source
domain and reflecting the style of different cameras in the
target domain. Specifically, each image in the source do-
main are adapted to all the camera styles in the target do-
main. To diminish the intra-domain difference, we propose
to develop a pseudo target dataset, denoted by T T , which
diversifies camera styles for each image in the target do-
main. In particular, images in the target domain are trans-
ferred to all the camera styles of the target domain.
For image generation models, StarGAN [5] and Cycle-
GAN [44] are widely employed in person Re-ID area. For
example, [7] utilizes CycleGAN to do image-image domain
adaptation, while [42] employs StarGAN to construct cam-
era style transfer model. In our work, we build the imitated
model based on StarGAN on two grounds. First, to learn
our entire imitated model, network based on StarGAN only
requires one time training, while network based on Cycle-
GAN requires a total of (Cs + Ct) · Ct translation as each
pair of cameras from source to target should be learned sep-
arately. Second, the inter-domain bias and the intra-domain
difference can be handled simultaneously through network
Figure 2. Examples of image transfer on DukeMTMC-reID and Market-1501 by the proposed ImitateModel. An image captured by a
certain camera is transferred to views of all the cameras in both datasets. The transferred model preserves the content and identity of the
source image while reflects the style of the target view.
based on StarGAN, which benefits the extraction of under-
lying commonality across numerous domains (see details in
Section 3.4). Examples of real images and fake images gen-
erated by the proposed ImitateModel are shown in Fig. 2.
3.3. Semi-supervised Learning for Person Re-ID
Denote the imitated target dataset as ST =
{Xst, Y st, Cst}, which is constructed by image-image
translation for every camera pair from the source domain to
the target domain through ImitateModel. The dataset con-
sists of Nst images represented by Xst = {xsti }N
st
i=1 with
corresponding labels Y st = {ysti }P
st
i=1 (i.e. a total of P
st dif-
ferent persons) and Cst = {csti }M
st
i=1 cameras (i.e. a totoal
of Mst cameras), and it preserves person identities with the
source dataset. Specifically, for a real image xsi,j (i.e. the
i-th image under the j-th camera) in the source dataset, we
generate M t imitated images xsti,1, x
st
i,2, . . . , x
st
i,Mt via the
learned ImitateModel. These images preserve the person
identity ysi but their styles are similar to their corresponding
target cameras ct1, c
t
2, . . . , c
t
Mt , respectively. Therefore,
we have Nst = Ns · M t, Y st = Y s, P st = P s, Cst =
Ct,Mst =M t.
We argue that an approach based on supervised learning
can perform better than the unsupervised learning method
for the same person Re-ID problem as the former encodes
more information than the latter. Therefore, in order to
boost the cross-domain person Re-ID performance, we view
the unsupervised person Re-ID as a semi-supervised person
Re-ID task by imitating the target domain. Specifically, a
semi-labelled domain ST &T is constructed by fusing the
labelled imitated target domain ST and the unlabelled tar-
get domain T . These two domains have similar target styles
but with totally different identities. From the perspective of
semi-supervised classification, a cross-entropy loss on do-
main ST &T is formulated as shown in Eq. (2).
LST &TClass = −
Nst∑
i=1
ysti · log yˆsti , (2)
where yˆst is a predicted label for the image xst ∈ Xst with
the ground truth yst.
Further, the dual classification loss LDualClass is designed as
follows:
LDualClass = LSClass + α · LST &TClass , (3)
where α is a hyper-parameter that controls the influence of
the imitated target dataset.
3.4. Mining Commonality
In section 3.2, with the ImitateModel trained on the
source domain and the target domain, we actually create
two new domains, ST and T T , where the former is de-
scribed in section 3.3. The pseudo target domain T T is
built by the image-image translation for every camera pair
from the target domain to itself. The pseudo target domain
T T = {Xtt, Ctt} consists of N tt images Xtt = {xtti }N
tt
i=1
with camerasCtt = {ctti }M
tt
i=1 (i.e. a totoal ofM
tt cameras),
which preserves the same identity with the target domain.
In particular, with the learned ImitateModel, for a real im-
age xti,j (i.e. i-th image under the j-th camera) in the target
domain, a total of M t pseudo images xtti,1, x
tt
i,2, . . . , x
tt
i,Mt
are generated. These images hold the person identity with
Figure 3. Three domains in class-style space: source domain S,
imitated target domain ST , and pseudo target and target domain
T T &T . Here, the source domain S and the imitated target do-
main ST share the same identities, and the imitated target domain
ST and the pseudo target and target domain T T &T possess sim-
ilar styles. The horizontal axis represents classes, i.e. identity, and
the vertical axis delineates image styles. The shorter the distance
between two images in the space is, the more similar the persons in
these images are. It can be observed that there is a latent common-
ality among all domains in the space, even though the inter-domain
bias for every pairs of domains exist.
the original images but their styles are similar to the corre-
sponding target camera styles ct1, c
t
2, . . . , c
t
Mt , respectively,
which means N tt = N t ·M t, Ctt = Ct,M tt =M t. Note
that the image xtti,j transferred from itself is included in the
M t pseudo images.
As mentioned above, the source domain and the target
domain have totally different classes and styles, which leads
to a limited performance when models trained on the source
domain are directly executed on the target domain. That is
because models trained on the source domain only learn to
extract the camera-invariance image feature in the source
domain camera styles to distinguish source classes. The
models are unaware of any information on the target classes
or target domain camera styles. In other words, if models
could exploit the latent commonalities of the source domain
and the target domain, a better performance on the target
domain could be achieved. Naturally, one of the underly-
ing commonalities is that the distance of persons with the
same identity should be smaller than that of different per-
sons. Based on this intuition, we design a second branch ,
after embedding-1024 in the Re-ID network, named “com-
monality” or “embedding-128” as shown in Fig 1. The two
branches have different goals: the first branch is a classi-
fication task to learn a discriminative image feature, while
the second branch is a commonality mining task to acquire
more common information of source and target domains.
The commonality branch is restricted by a triplet loss:
LTri(X) =
∑
xa,xp,xn
[m+Dxa,xp −Dxa,xp ], (4)
where X represents images in a training batch and
xa, xp, xn are images from X . xa is an anchor point, xp
is a farthest positive sample to xa, and xn is a closest neg-
ative sample to xa in X . m is a margin parameter, which
is set to 0.3 in our experiments, and D(·) is the Euclidean
distance between two images in the commonality feature
space. Note that during re-ID test process, the feature at
pool-5 (2048-dim) layer is utilized as the person descriptor.
To illustrate the commonality of all domains, we view
domains in the class-style space where three clusters are
formed as shown in Fig 3. S denotes the source domain
classes and source domain styles, ST represents source do-
main classes and target domain styles, and T T &T suggests
target domain classes and target domain styles. The last
cluster T T &T = {Xtt&t, Ctt&t} is consisted of pseudo
target domain T T and target domain T (i.e. Xtt&t =
Xtt ∪ Xt, Ctt&t = Ctt ∪ Ct), where the persons iden-
tities in this cluster are unknown. However, we do know
that xtt1 , x
tt
2 , . . . , x
tt
Mt and x
t
i,j belong to the same class, and
other images from the target domain can be viewed as a dif-
ferent class. Clearly, such three samples share commonal-
ity, which is learned by triplet loss:
LSTri(Xs) =
∑
xsa,x
s
p,x
s
n
[m+Dxsa,xsp −Dxsa,xsp ], (5)
LSTTri(Xst) =
∑
xsta ,x
st
p ,x
st
n
[m+Dxsta ,xstp −Dxsta ,xstp ], (6)
LT T &TTri (Xtt&t) =
∑
xtt&ta
xtt&tp
xtt&tn
[m+Dxtt&ta ,xtt&tp −Dxtt&ta ,xtt&tp ].
(7)
Consequently, the total loss LtotalTri for the underlying
commonality task can be written as follows:
LtotalTri = β1 · LSTri + β2 · LSTTri + β3 · LT T &TTri , (8)
where β1, β2, β3 are hyper-parameters that control the con-
tribution of three clusters on the latent commonality .
Considering both the classification branch and the com-
monality mining branch, the total training objective Ltotal
of the proposed network is formulated as follows:
Ltotal = γ1 · LDualClass + γ2 · LtotalTri
= γ1 · (LSClass + α · LST &TClass )
+ γ2 · (β1 · LSTri + β2 · LSTTri + β3 · LT T &TTri )
(9)
Market-1501 DukeMTMC-reID
camera # of images camera # of images
1 2017 1 2809
2 1709 2 3009
3 2707 3 1088
4 920 4 1395
5 2338 5 1685
6 3245 6 3700
7 1330
8 1506
Table 1. Number of training samples with respect to each camera
in Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets
where γ1, γ2 are hyper-parameters that control the propor-
tion of the classification task and the commonality mining
task. Note that our model is trained in an end-to-end form.
4. Experiments
In this section, we conduct studies to examine the ef-
fectiveness of each part in the proposed network and run
cross-domain person Re-ID experiments against a number
of state-of-the-arts.
4.1. Datasets
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method,
experiments are executed on two widely used person Re-
ID datasets: Market-1501 [38], and DukeMTMC-reID [28,
40]. The details on the number of training samples under
each camera are presented in Table 1.
Market-1501 [38] collects from 6 camera views, involv-
ing 32,668 labelled images of 1,501 identities. The dataset
consists of two non-over-lapping fixed parts: 12,936 images
from 751 identities for training and 19,732 gallery images
from the other 750 identities for testing. In testing, 3,368
query images from 750 identities are used to retrieve the
corresponding person in the gallery.
DukeMTMC-reID [28, 40] contains 36,411 labelled
images of 1,404 identities captured by 8 camera. It is split
into two non-over-lapping fixed parts: 16,522 images from
702 identities for training and 17,661 gallery images from
the other 702 identities for testing. In testing, 2,228 query
images from 702 identities are used to retrieve the person in
the gallery.
We adopt the conventional rank-1 accuracy and mAP
as metrics for cross-domain re-ID evaluation [38] on both
datasets. In the experiments, there are two source-target set-
tings:
1. Source: DukeMTMC-reID/ Target: Market-1501.
2. Source: Market-1501/ Target: DukeMTMC-reID.
4.2. Experimental Settings
ImitateModel. Given datasets Market-1501 and
DukeMTMC-reID with camera labels, we employ Star-
GAN [5] to train an ImitateModel to transfer images for
every camera pair across two datasets. Note that no iden-
tity annotation is required during training. The architec-
ture in [5] is maintained, and specifically, the generator is
composed of down-sampling, bottleneck and up-sampling,
while we adopt the architecture of PatchGANs [14] as our
the discriminator, which includes an input layer, hidden
layers and output layers. The input images are resized to
256 × 128 in our experiments and Adam optimizer [16] is
employed with β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.999. Following the up-
date rule in [11], the generator is trained to optimality once
after the discriminator parameter updates five times. Note
that for each image in the two dataset, a total number of
Ms +M t style-transferred images that preserve the iden-
tity of the original image are generated to be used in two
source-target settings.
Re-ID model training. The input images are resized to
256× 128, and we initialize the learning rate to 0.01 for the
layer pre-trained on ImageNet and to 0.1 for the other lay-
ers. The learning rate is multiplied by a factor of 0.1 every
40 epochs and we use SGD optimizer in a total of 60 epochs.
For experiments on the first source-target setting, i.e. trained
on DukeMTMC-reID and tested on Market-1501, the mini-
batch sizes of the source images and imitated target images
are set to 64 and 72 for the classification task, while for the
commonality mining task the mini-batch sizes of the source
images, imitated target images, pseudo target images and
target images are set to 32, 4×Mt, 4×Mt, 4×Ms, respec-
tively. And the involving parameters α, β1, β2, β3, γ1, γ2
are set to 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8, respectively. For
experiments on the second source-target setting, i.e. trained
on Market-1501 and tested on DukeMTMC-reID, the mini-
batch sizes of the counterparts are set to 64 and 128 for the
classification task, 32, 4 × Mt, 4 × Mt, 12 × Ms for the
commonality mining task, respectively, and 1.4, 1, 1, 0.2,
0.5, and 0.6 for the involving parameters, respectively. Dur-
ing training, our goal is to minimize the total loss Ltotal
described Eq. (9). In the test procedure, 2048-dim (pool-
5) features are extracted to compute Euclidean distance be-
tween the query and galley images.
4.3. Ablation studies
To highlight components of the proposed person Re-ID
model, we conduct experiments to evaluate their contribu-
tions to the cross-domain person Re-ID performance.
Comparisons between supervised learning and direct
transfer. The supervised person Re-ID model (baseline)
which is trained on the target training dataset is evaluated
on the target test dataset, it shows an excellent performance
as reported in Tabel 2. However, a large performance drop
Method
Duke→Market-1501 Market-1501→Duke
R-1 R-5 R-10 R-20 mAP R-1 R-5 R-10 R-20 mAP
Supervised Learning(Trained on T ) 85.5 94.0 96.1 97.5 66.0 73.2 84.8 88.2 91.0 52.7
LSClass 46.0 63.0 69.7 76.6 19.1 29.9 46.2 53.4 58.8 15.6
LSClass + LST &TClass 64.4 81.8 87.4 91.6 31.4 48.8 63.6 68.6 74.2 25.7
LDualClass + LSTri 68.1 84.3 89.1 93.0 36.1 52.1 66.7 71.4 76.5 29.5
LDualClass + LSTri + LSTTri 68.2 85.0 89.7 93.3 37.8 52.7 66.9 72.3 77.0 30.1
LDualClass + LSTri + LSTTri + LT T &TTri 72.4 87.4 91.4 94.7 40.1 55.6 68.3 72.4 76.5 31.8
Table 2. Ablation studies: component comparisons using Duke / Market as the source dataset and Market / Duke as the target dataset.
can be observed when the model is trained on the source
training dataset and tested on the target dataset directly. For
instance, the baseline model trained and tested on Market-
1501 achieves a rank-1 accuracy of 85.5% and mAP of
66.0%, but declines to 46.0% and 19.1% when it is trained
on DukeMTMC-reID and tested on Market-1501. The main
reason is the bias of data distributions among domains.
The effectiveness of the semi-supervised learning us-
ing ImitateModel. An imitated target dataset that is trans-
ferred from the source domain to the target domain is cre-
ated by ImitateModel. It preserves the identity with the
source dataset and at the same time reflects the camera style
of the target dataset. The semi-supervised dataset ST &T
is composed by the imitated target dataset and the target
dataset, on which we formulate a dual classification loss
LDualClass to learn a discriminate feature under the target style.
As shown in Table 2, the performance of LDualClass is consis-
tently improved in all settings. Compared to the direct trans-
fer method, the proposed semi-supervised method obtains
an improvement of +18.4% in rank-1 accuracy and a boost
of +12.3% in mAP on Market-1501, and +18.9% in rank-1
accuracy and +10.1% in mAP on Duke. This demonstrates
the effectiveness of the proposed semi-supervised formula-
tion.
The effectiveness of commonality mining using Imi-
tateModel. A pseudo target dataset T T that is transferred
from the target dataset to the target dataset via ImitateModel
is generated. The dataset T T &T composed by the pseudo
target dataset and the target dataset. And the triplet loss is
constrained over three datasets S,ST and T T &T to cap-
ture the commonality over them in class-style space. The
goal is to reduce both the inter-domain bias and the intra-
domain difference.
In fact, we attempt to use only one triplet loss to capture
the commonality over three datasets. As shown in Table 2,
one triplet loss largely improves the performance due to the
capture of the commonality on three datasets. For example,
when tested on Market-1501, the loss LDualClass + LSTri could
imporve +3.7% at rank-1 accuracy and +4.7% at mAP, and
when tested on Duke, it could improve +3.3% at rank-1 ac-
curacy and +3.8% at mAP. The consistent improvements in-
dicate the existence of the latent commonality.
In addition, we also evaluate the impacts of the combi-
nation of two triplet losses that capture the underlying com-
monality. As shown in Table 2, the combination of two
triplet losses has a little influence on the rank-1 and mAP
accuracy compared with the solo triplet loss. For instance,
when tested on Market-1501, the objective LDualClass+LSTri+
LSTTri could give 68.2% at rank-1 accuracy and 37.8% at
mAP, and when tested on Duke, it could give 52.7% at rank-
1 accuracy and 30.1% at mAP.
Finally, we verify the effectiveness of our hypothesis
that the underlying commonality of three datasets can be
captured in form of triplet loss. It is clear that “LDualClass +
LtotalTri ” significantly outperforms semi-supervised learning
in all settings. For instance, when tested on Market-1501,
“Ltotal” obtains a rank-1 accuracy of 72.4% and mAP of
40.1% when using Duke as the source dataset. Similar im-
provements can be observed when tested on DukeMTMC-
reID, it could obtain a rank-1 accuracy of 55.6% and mAP
of 31.8%. The consistent improvements indicate that the
underlying commonality is critical to enhance the general-
ization ability of models.
The effectiveness of ImitateModel. As mentioned
above, inter-dataset bias and intra-dataset difference can be
reduced by using the ImitateModel. In fact, on the dataset
level, different classes and domain styles are significant fac-
tors on the performance of models trained on the source
domain and tested on the target domain. On the camera
level, in the same dataset, there is diverse between differ-
ent style of cameras that affects target testing process. And
the above experiments have proven success of the Imitate-
Model model to bridge inter-dataset bias and intra-dataset
difference.
4.4. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods
We compare our method against a number of state-of-
the-art unsupervised learning methods on Market-1501 and
Method
Duke→Market-1501 Market-1501→Duke
R-1 R-5 R-10 mAP R-1 R-5 R-10 mAP
LOMO [21] 27.2 41.6 49.1 8.0 12.3 21.3 26.6 4.8
UMDL [27] 34.5 52.6 59.6 12.4 18.5 31.4 37.6 7.3
Bow [38] 35.8 52.4 60.3 14.8 17.2 28.8 34.9 8.3
PTGAN [32] 38.6 - 66.1 - 27.4 - 50.7 -
PUL [8] 45.5 60.7 66.7 20.5 30.0 43.4 48.5 16.4
SPGAN [7] 51.5 70.1 76.8 22.8 41.1 56.6 63.0 22.3
CAMEL [36] 54.5 - - 26.3 - - - -
MMFA [22] 56.7 75.0 81.8 27.4 45.3 59.8 66.3 24.7
SPGAN+LMP [7] 57.7 75.8 82.4 26.7 46.4 62.3 68.0 26.2
TJ-AIDL [31] 58.2 74.8 81.1 26.5 44.3 59.6 65.0 23.0
HHL [42] 62.2 78.8 84.0 31.4 46.9 61.0 66.7 27.2
ours 72.4 87.4 91.4 40.1 55.6 68.3 72.4 31.8
Table 3. Performance comparisons with state-of-the-art person Re-ID methods using Duke / Market as the source dataset and Market /
Duke as the target dataset.
DukeMTMC-reID in Table 3, which reports the results of
evaluation when using these two datasets as the source and
target domains respectively. The compared methods are cat-
egorized into 4 groups. Two hand-crafted methods includ-
ing LOMO [21] and Bow [38], three unsupervised meth-
ods including UMDL [27], PUL [8], CAMEL [36], two
unsupervised domain adaptation approaches without GAN
including TJ-AIDL [31], MMFA [22], and three unsuper-
vised domain adaptation approaches with GAN including
SPTGAN [32], SPGAN [7] and HHL [42].
The two hand-crafted methods [21, 38] acquire a rela-
tive worse accuracy because both of them are directly em-
ployed to the target testing dataset, in which there is a large
inter-domain bias. In order to overcome this problem, some
unsupervised methods that train the model on the target
set are proposed and achieve higher results. For instance,
CAMEL [36] gives 54.5% rank-1 accuracy when trained on
DukeMTMC-reID and tested on Market-1501.
Comparing with unsupervised domain adaptation meth-
ods without GAN, our method is preferable. Specifically,
when tested on Market-1501, our results outperforms all
the other methods, achieving rank-1 accuracy = 72.4% and
mAP = 40.1%. For instance, comparing with the recent
published TJ-AIDL [31], our results are higher by +4.2%
in rank-1 accuracy and +13.6% in mAP. When tested on
DukeMTMC-reID, our method achieves rank-1 accuracy
+11.3% and mAP +8.8%, higher than all the other methods
as well.
And, comparing with unsupervised domain adaptation
methods using GAN, our method is also superior. For
instance, when tested on Market-1501, comparing with
the recently published HHL [42], our results are higher
by +10.2% in rank-1 accuracy and +8.7% in mAP. When
tested on DukeMTMC-reID, our method achieves rank-1
are higher by +8.7% in rank-1 accuracy and +4.6% in mAP.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the ImitateModel to solve the
unsupervised person re-identification (Re-ID) task by gen-
erating new domains that shrink the inter-domain bias and
intra-domain difference at the same time. A dual classifica-
tion loss is proposed to restrict source and imitated target
domain under a semi-supervised framework to learn dis-
criminative features. Furthermore, the latent commonality
in the class-style space across domains is exploited in order
to enhance the generalization ability. Experiments are con-
ducted on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID, and exper-
imental results demonstrate that the proposed architecture
outperforms numerous state-of-the-art approaches.
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